Spectro-temporal envelope changes caused by temporal fine structure modification.
The study of speech from which the temporal fine structure (TFS) has been removed has become an important research area. Common procedures for removing TFS include noise and tone vocoders. In the noise vocoder, bands of noise are modulated by the envelope of the speech within each band, and in the tone vocoder the carrier is a sinusoid at the center of each frequency band. Five different procedures for removing TFS are evaluated in this paper: the noise vocoder, a low-noise noise approach in which the noise envelope is replaced by the speech envelope in each frequency band, phase randomization within each band, the tone vocoder, and sinusoidal modeling with random phase. The effects of TFS modification on the speech envelope are evaluated using an index based on the envelope time-frequency modulation. The results show that for all of the TFS techniques implemented in this study, there is a substantial loss in the accuracy of reproduction of the envelope time-frequency modulation. The tone vocoder gives the best accuracy, followed by the procedure that replaces the noise envelope with the speech envelope in each band.